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(For Our Planet)

WE Need Our Leaders With Us
WE raise and “strike” on Fridays,
Two flags which say it all,
How our Blue Planet’s in danger,
And WE must change our course.
WE need our leaders with us,
On board and paddling hard,
If WE’re to change the climate,
And save all life from harm.
WE raise and “strike" on Fridays.
So rulers of our lands,
Will listen to the children,
And clap them with their hands
So now on every Friday,
Until our planet’s safe,
WE raise and “strike”, WE raise and “strike”,
Two flags which say it all.
David W. Train.

First performed at Fladbury CoE First School.
Friday 12th April 2019

A Light Bulb Moment!!
“In early April this year I was watching the news on TV which was reporting the visit of
Greta Thunberg to Parliament and her campaign to inspire children throughout the world to
“strike” from school on Fridays as well as the Brexit protests outside Parliament. The
picture showed all the competing flags and banners getting higher and higher and above
them the Union Flag on the Victoria Tower . I had a light bulb moment!! I knew that when
a flag is taken down it is called “striking” the flag and that WE could connect people at all
levels of society, from our primary school to our leaders by simply raising and “striking” the
two flags in our schools and landmarks every Friday.” Then a Scot, who lives near Trump
Turnberry suggested how to inspire President Trump to take part, through golf!

mainacademyglobal.org

From the “Heart of England”

A Letter of Love to President Donald Trump
Stories change the world and what the world needs now is a story about how love saved
humanity, civilisation and what is left of life on our planet.
You love making a great deal, you love golf, you love Scotland, you love the Queen, you
love Boris and you love America. I love paddlesport and I love our home on the Blue
Planet. In Fladbury, a small village in the “Heart of England”, we have loved creating a set
of soft power tools to bring all the world on board to tackle the “climate emergency”, with
our children, young people, teachers and parents. If WE can do a deal with you then I
believe that all the people of the world will love you by COP26 in Glasgow later this year.
The deal I propose is that if WE, the children and young people of England and Scotland,
can inspire Boris and all our leaders to inspire the Queen to sign two sea signalling flags for
you, which spell out “WE”, YOU will arrange to raise and strike them on the tee pin of the
18th green at Trump Turnberry, every Friday for evermore, inspiring the Royal and Ancient
and all the golf clubs in the world to follow your example.
When WE succeed, as we must, Trump Turnberry will be the first golf course in the world to
“raise and strike the flags on Friday”. It will be a great golfing story told throughout the
world about how you and golf saved the day for humanity and civilisation It will be a great
legacy for you and it could never have happened without Greta Thunberg - like you a
“special cause” or “black swan”. I explain more in the Fladbury story, which follows.
When WE succeed, as we will, the whole golfing world will love you. Scotland will love
you. The Queen and Boris will love you. The children and young people of America and all
the world will love you. The leaders of China and all the world will love you, for you will
have signalled the way forward for humanity, civilisation and what remains of life.
That seems to me to be the greatest deal to be offered to any world leader in the history of
humanity. A truly amazing deal. I hope you agree and, in the true spirit of the Olympics,
“take part” with the greatest speed. Could I suggest that you first raise and strike the flags
on Friday 14th February, Valentine’s Day. With love WE will all win gold!!
My very best wishes,
Good paddling,
David W. Train.
President Fladbury Paddle Club. Former Olympic coach.

Rt Hon Boris Johnson, MP
The Prime Minister’s Office,
10, Downing Street,
London SW1A 2AA
26th January 2020

Dear Boris,
“Give us the tools and WE will finish the job.”
Churchill to Roosevelt 9th Feb 1941. BBC
In 300 days time COP26 will open in Glasgow when WE will have the Olympian task of
bringing all the world on board to tackle the problem. I believe that if WE in
Worcestershire, led by our member of parliament, can inspire YOU to inspire the Queen to
sign two small sea signalling flags for President Trump, it will be the catalyst for a huge
success in Scotland and help to secure our special relationship with America.
I enclose a leaflet in which there is a letter to President Trump explaining the ideas. I have
sent it off to him and the American ambassador, but clearly, you are much better placed to
get it into the hands of President Trump, for the deal to be done by Valentine’s Day, Friday,
14th February.
So, over to you. If you want to rise to Churchill’s fame as a world statesman here is your
greatest chance. You will to go down in history for generations to come. I can guarantee it,
for I will write the story for our children.
I hope that, in the true spirit of the Olympics, you will “take part”, with great urgency, as
WE aim for Valentine’s Day. With love WE will all win gold!!
My very best wishes,
Good paddling,
David.
PS. In view of the urgency of meeting the Valentine’s Day deadline I have asked Nigel
Huddleston, our MP, to get this to you with great speed, so that you can “finish the job”. I
have also asked Dominic Cummings, Sajid Javid, Robin Walker, Harriette Baldwin, Claire
Perry, Lord Heseltine, Lord Rees, Lord Hague, Lord Fowler and Lord Duncan to do so.
______________
Note to ALL who wish to “Take Part”.
All WE need to do is to inspire Boris to inspire the Queen to sign two small tee pin flags for
President Trump. With two sea flags, at no cost to the taxpayer, we can save our home on our
Blue Planet. Everyone can take part. Just write to Boris!!! I believe that President Trump will
love to take part in such an amazing deal. A deal that will change the course of world history. WE,
in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland will all be proud to have taken part in inspiring
all the Commonwealth and the world on board. Please DO IT!

The Fladbury Story
I am an engineer and former Olympic coach for canoeing. Two of my sons are five times
Olympians. Our first Olympics was Los Angeles in 1984. Five years later I wrote an article
connecting step by step improvement in human and manufacturing systems, using the work
of Dr Deming, the great American scientist and statistician, who helped the transformation
of Japanese industry after WW2. As a result I met Dr Deming, heard his story first hand and
was asked to help get his story to America and the world.
Dr Deming told how he had been invited to Japan in 1950 but had refused to go unless he
spoke to the very top leaders of industry, for he had learned in America that unless the top
leaders are on board all his work was wasted. In July 1950 Dr Deming spoke to 21 leaders
who owned 80% of the capital of Japan.
Dr Deming told them to work together using the talents of people at every level of their
companies, not to blame each other when things went wrong, but to learn from the mistakes
and, step by step, work on improving the system. He told them that they must have a
knowledge of the system before making changes and then gave them the statistical tools to
make better decisions showing them the difference between “normal” causes of variation
and “special causes” - black swan events. He also made clear that a system needed to be
stable before it could be improved.
Some leaders thought Deming a little mad, for he was a “special cause”, “black swan” or in
statistical language on “outlier”. However, having nothing to lose and everything to gain,
they went out and next day introduced Deming’s ideas. Within five years the Japanese were
producing the highest quality cars in the world, bringing British and American car makers to
their knees.
To be asked to get Dr Deming’s story to the world seemed like an Olympian task, but I had
been involved when the very first Chinese Dragon Boats came to the West and I knew about
the story attached to them. 2,300 years ago, Qu Yuan, an elder statesman of China and a
well loved poet, was unjustly excluded from top society, because of his concerns about the
way that China was being governed. In despair he committed suicide by drowning. In his
memory a Dragon Boat race was held and from it evolved the Dragon Boat Festival, now
2,300 years later, one the greatest cultural festivals in China.
I was not well enough known to get a story to the world by committing suicide and wanted
to live, but I realised that a story attached to a boat travelled down the centuries, so I
invented a stable team boat to reflect the Deming ideas about involving everyone at every
level of ability and I called it a “Bell Boat” to draw attention to understanding variation in
systems. To draw attention to “WE” the team, I placed two sea signalling flags for “W” and
“E” on the bow of the bell boat. After the invention of the bell boats, came a set of soft
power ideas, including a Paddle for Life - made by children and signed by leaders, regattas
voyages and stories, to spread the ideas to the world.
In 1993 I was the keynote speaker at the Deming Conference in Birmingham England where
I met a manufacturer and geologist who was keenly interested in the environment. He told
me about the problem of carbon emissions and suggested that if I had found a way of

getting a message to America I should include a message about what we now know as the
climate emergency.
The first thing WE did was to get the children to plant trees to replace the wood they has
used, thus taking their first step in removing carbon from the atmosphere. A Fladbury
teacher then pointed out to me that the sea signalling flag for W, as a single flag, meant
“Urgent Medical Attention Needed” and the one for E, as a single flag, meant “Changing
Course to Starboard”, the rule on water for avoiding a collision. Our boats have ever since
spelt out the message, that WE, the crew, knowing that urgent medical attention is needed
for our planet, are changing course to tackle the climate emergency and inspiring all to join
us on the voyage to make the world a better place for our future generations. For short“WE have an urgent problem and WE are changing course”.
The bell boats and their message are now in America, at Winona in Minnesota, in China, the
EU, Singapore and Saudi Arabia. Learning from Dr Deming, I have done all that I can to
get the very top leaders of the world on board. For the climate emergency that clearly
means President Trump and President Xi, for without both on board anything we do in
England has little effect. It is an Olympian task trying to reach them but, thanks to Greta
Thunberg, I saw a simple way to do so.
In April this year I was watching TV which was showing the scenes outside our parliament,
with competing flags flying over Brexit, Extinction Rebellion disrupting the traffic outside
and Greta getting her message of “striking on Fridays” to the children and young people of
England. As I watched I had a “light bulb moment” when I realised that the WE flags,
which are about working together, could be used on our landmarks to bring all the world on
board to tackle the climate emergency. They are a world brand, already owned by
humankind, rarely used at sea and ready to be used to save the day for us all on our blue
planet.
Five thousand children a year take part in voyages and regattas in our county of
Worcestershire and I realised that I would not be too popular with the parents and teachers if
I encouraged children to strike but, in my light bulb moment, I remembered that when a flag
is taken down it is called “striking” the flag. I realised that I could get all the children to
take part in a positive way, by simply raising and striking a flag on Friday’s, without
disruption. I discussed it with the Fladbury head teacher and parents, and all were happy.
I wrote a poem for the children of Fladbury First school, “WE Need Our Leaders With Us”
and each Friday since, one of the children has read out the poem in Friday assembly, whilst
the two flags have been raised and struck. We then erected a flagpole outside the school
where the flags fly every day signalling their message to the world. Our member of
parliament first raised the flag and the children asked him to inspire the Leader of the House
of Lords, who is solely responsible for which flags fly on the Victoria Tower, to fly the flags
every Friday to signal to all the world.
WE have not succeeded yet but the flags have been flown at other schools. Pershore Abbey
became the first abbey in the world to fly the flags. Worcester Cathedral, Fladbury Church,
Worcester University and Bromsgrove Town Council quickly followed. They have been
raised at Fladbury Paddle Club, Fladbury Cricket Club, Fladbury Football club and by “The

Avonvales” scout group, all the first in the world to do so. They have also been raised under
Sydney Harbour Bridge-Australia, at the “Little Dutch Boy” statue in Harlem and in Coburg
Germany.
Another “special cause” led me to meet a Scottish friend in the Anchor, our local pub in
Fladbury. I told him about the two sea signalling flags and he asked me what I would say to
President Trump, the world’s leading climate change skeptic. “That’s simple”, I replied.
“President Trump’s position is that China and the rest of the world are not doing enough and
that America will have a very bad deal by signing the Paris Climate Agreement. Our soft
power ideas are designed to inspire every other leader in the world on board to use the ideas
to help them inspire all their people taking part. WE are not asking President Trump to
change his views. What WE are doing is giving to all the other world leaders a set of tools
to help them to do the job that President Trump believes that they should be doing. WE are
helping President Trump’s aim, and it would be brilliant if he would support us in getting
our ideas to the other world leaders, as we move forward to COP26. I’m still thinking about
it!”
“That’s simple”, said my friend from Scotland. President Trump owns Trump Turnberry, He
loves golf, he loves Scotland, he loves the Queen and Boris, he loves a great deal and he
wants the people of the world to love him. Why not do a deal with him? All he needs to do
is to fly the two flags on the tee pin at the eighteen hole, every Friday, signalling this support
and message to Scotland and COP26. The world will love him and WE will all win.”
It was a great idea, made much greater because WE have already given bell boats and the
ideas to China, but President Xi is unaware of them. President Xi accepts the problem and
is doing all that he can to bring all his people on board. If President Trump led the way by
signalling the ideas from the 18th green at Trump Turnberry, it would be a huge world story
and there is no doubt that President Xi would be made aware of what President Trump had
done.
President Xi would be delighted to learn that the ideas were inspired by a story that lies
deep in Chinese culture and that they could be used by him to bring all the children and
young people of China on board to help him in his aim. Together President Trump and
President Xi could inspire all the other leaders of the world to take part.
All WE need to do is to inspire Boris to inspire the Queen to sign two small tee pin
flags for President Trump. With two sea flags, at no cost to the taxpayer, we can save our
home on our Blue Planet. Everyone can take part. I believe that President Trump will love
to take part in such an amazing deal. A deal that will change the course of world history.
WE, in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland will all be proud to have taken part
in inspiring all the Commonwealth and the world on board.

David W Train.
Fladbury 26th January 2020
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